
ONE online Community

Accountability Panel

&

ONE Victim Offender

Conference

 

ELEVEN pending - we are

thinking to switch

everything to Zoom, as

the restrictions have been

extended!

 

 

Our New Year's Resolutions:
As the year begins we start to think about all the things we

want to be accomplished, fine-tuned, started or upgraded!

Amanda: Partner with RCMP Green Timbers and get our

message of professionalism out there!

Rose: Keep our clients up-to-date, monitor files and ensure

that things are happening in a safe and efficient way. At

home, she would like to find a new way to relax!

Rylee: Re-evaluate the current schools program, and get the

middle school response program up and running again. 

Sara: Keep our online community outreach portals 

updated, being the newsletter, Facebook page and website.
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Happy New Year!

We hope you could still

enjoy a few traditions this

year...oliebollen, fireworks

and fondue are a few of

our favorites!

Last Month  
@ the Office
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A little funny for you - who else

gets tired of questions about

resolutions? I like them, but I

also like Calvin's response!

As an extension of the last

panel - we are thinking to do

things fully over Zoom. The files

are stacking up, and they can't

keep waiting! We have done a

few conferences this way so far,

but if anyone has advice, we

would be happy to hear it. How

are others proceeding with

their files?

Joke of the Month



Jim Simmill

Welcome to the new year!
What are some of your work-related resolutions? Share with us through

info@restoringjustice.ca to be featured in the next newsletter! Let's help keep each other

encouraged and accountable!

Volunteer of the Month

Created by: Sara Dewit
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In light of Classroom

Conversations starting again - here

are a few testimonials we have

collected through the years!

Testimonials of the Month

"I like that we can talk openly

expressing our feelings and play games

and that lets off a lot of stress."

"I really enjoyed and was pleasantly

surprised by the insights my students

had surrounding some of the topics."

"I learned about other’s feelings, that

everyone matters and people have

different opinions."

Jim has been a volunteer with us for quite

some time! He was recently given the

official title of Board Chair, after serving as

the vice-chair. He is well-credited and has

much experience in order to handle the

new responsibilities. He also continues to

be a thoughtful lead and co-lead for our

panels. Thanks for all you do, Jim!

What's it like to step into a classroom of young children, especially at my age? There's

no doubt about it, I'm a senior, but that doesn't hold me back! On my first day as a

conversation facilitator, I was introduced to a group of grade twos. Shortly afterwards a

boy arrived a bit late. He turned towards me and said "who's the old girl?" I loved his

innocent frankness! The teacher, however, was mortified...reminding him to put up his

hand and be respectful when asking questions.

A Blurb from Barb: 
Her experience so far with Classroom Conversations


